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The Rage of Dragons follows a young man named Tau who is betrayed by the ones he was born to serve. When you
read this book (and you should) you will be going on this journey with Tau. You'll be invested in Tau.

This is most evident when one looks at Jimmy and Billy Lewis, who are essentially expies of the similarly
named Lee brothers from the original Double Dragon games. Sub-boss Abubo also resembles Abobo from the
first game. This game provides examples of: The wrestler is large, fat, and can rack up surprisingly fast
combos and has lots of spinning attacks. Not to mention her "dislike" listed on her bio is "rabbits. Cassandra,
with powers to match. Also, most of his win quotes involve him telling the opponent to go away and quit
bothering him. As the Good Book Says Minor example with Elias. Radel is part of a dwindling dragon hunter
clan that is believed to be descended from Siegfried, a dragon slayer. Oni and Cassandra are a Badass Adopted
Family. Big Man on Campus: Pepe is one of the most popular guys in his school, despite the fact that he
constantly gets into trouble due to his adventuresome spirit. His "Big Man" status is because he is generous
and friendly and outgoing to everyone. Borderline example with Cassandra and Oni. The player would be
forgiven for mistaking these two as lovers instead of "adopted siblings. Four characters Jimmy, Lynn, Elias
and Mr. Jones appear in another game produced by Noise Factory, Matrimelee. Due to licensing issues, they
were left out from the PS2 port. She inherited her love of mechanics from her father. Unlike most tag team
games, the character rushing into the battlefield, instead of flying in from the side of the screen, runs up to the
opponent and delivers a standing attack. Elias is a boxer, but he averted this. A shining example even by
Japanese fighting game standards. Nearly everyone speaks piss poor English, with Elias, Billy, and Jimmy
speaking more of it than they do Japanese. Sonia, but not in-game. And Sonia face-turned twice! But her
relationship with Johann also ended up troubled and she only stayed for the money. She then falls in love with
Jimmy while out on a job and decided to tag along with him. Hitwoman With a Heart: Abubo, in his win
quotes. Neither Oni nor Cassandra remember anything about their past before their stay at the orphanage. Only
Jones and Kang get a completely happy ending Lynn may also count, though. All of the above may or may not
be canon. Not Quite the Right Thing: Kang and Jones are the only playable team that consists of two men,
instead of a male and a female. Johann, if one is being completely literal. To be fair, she is portrayed in the
game as speaking normally and she is most certainly not an idiot. Red Oni, Blue Oni: Jimmy wears red and is
constantly hot-headed and angry, refusing attempts at cameraderie and brooding over the death of his previous
girlfriend, who was killed in a gang fight that Jimmy partially caused due to his conflicts with the gang. Annie
was this in her backstory. Kang trained himself to be a wrestler, which is how he gained his fame in his
backstory. The Bruce Lee Story. Billy and Jimmy, natch. You Killed My Father: His parents, part of a
dwindling dragon hunter clan, were killed by the Black Dragon. And the Black Dragon survives anyway
promising to be back for Annie. Lynn is also motivated by a murdered relative, in her case her grandfather The
man wielding the Black Dragon would have killed him but the old master succumbed to old age before the
fight; Lynn assumes that the dead body on the floor is courtesy of the strange man she saw in the dojo. Again,
this is without the "swearing revenge" part of this trope. You No Take Candle: Very minor example with
Pupa. Her backstory notes that Pupa speaks "broken English," which combined with her wrench wench
hobbies and attractive looks actually made her popular among her classmates.
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Rage of the Dragons (ãƒ¬ã‚¤ã‚¸ãƒ»ã‚ªãƒ–ãƒ»ã‚¶ãƒ»ãƒ‰ãƒ©ã‚´ãƒ³ã‚º) is a tag team head-to-head fighting game
released for the Neo Geo hardware by Playmore (currently known as SNK Playmore).

Another pitch comparing a book to Game of Thrones? Now you have my attention. The Omehi are surrounded
by enemies that want them dead. They will not be easy prey. One in a hundred of their men has blood strong
enough for the Gifted to infuse with magic, turning these warriors into near unstoppable colossi. The rest are
bred to fight, ferocious soldiers fated to die in the endless war. Now, with too few Gifted left and the Omehi
facing genocide, Tau cares only for revenge. Following an unthinkable path, he will become the greatest
swordsman to ever live, dying a hundred thousand times for the chance to kill three of his own people. That is
some quality copy. Does The Rage of Dragons live up to it? As an epic fantasy, it does. Unfortunately, The
Rage of Dragons is really two stories spliced together. Winter has created a richly detailed world and he hits
us with a ton of detail in the prologue detailing the Omehi landing on the peninsula where the main story takes
place years later. They are fleeing something called the Cull. They bring with them Guardiansâ€”dragons.
Using that and other magical Giftsâ€”Enraging, which makes Omehi men near unstoppable Colossi, and
Enervating, which leaves opponents unable to fightâ€”they push the native Xiddeen of the peninsula. There is
a lot going on there. But the prologue also has a massive set piece battle involving dragons. I was mildly
critical of the fantasy trope of renaming normal things in my review of Age of Assassins. This is probably in
part of Winter borrowing more from what strikes me as probably African and Mediterranean history than from
the more usual European history. The peninsula is hot and arid. The Omehi fight with bronze swords and the
Xiddeen often with stone spears. The story really bogs down when it drills down in focus on Tau. Events early
in the books put Tau on the path of revenge. A well worn but still welcome trope. The initial tragedy certainly
leaves us with ample sympathy for Tau. Tau, unfortunately, squanders that sympathy. If he sees one of the
men he seeks to take revenge on, he will draw his sword and head over to attack, even if that man is
surrounded by twenty crack soldiers and failure would mean death for his entire family and probably his unit
too. Winter could have saved us all some trouble and just named Tau Leeroy Jenkins. Comically, in one scene
his internal monologue indicates he will sneak up on his target, only for him to immediately start shouting
from ten paces away. He refuses to give even the slightest thought to any consideration of tactics or strategy,
even when they would help him get revenge. This sort of thing can be part of an effective arc, and Tau does
eventually change, but by then any sympathy I had for him his long gone. What about all of the people around
him he has endangered who are actually decent human beings? So, in addition to the revenge story, there are
elements of military fantasy as well. And the caste system is used to show injustice in much the vein of a lot of
dystopian YA books. The inter-caste conflict is more interesting, although Tau is frequently so stupid that he
would get screwed by even a fair system, so what does it matter? Thankfully Winter eventually remembers he
is writing an epic fantasy. The endgame is much better than the middle of the book, with enormous set pieces
and shocking reveals. The Rage of Dragons was a book with enormous potential. A few tweaks to the
protagonist and a defter hand at the craft and this would have been a great book. Winter sent me a review copy
of The Rage of Dragons.
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The character who is not being controlled will slowly recovers part of his or her energy while the other is
fighting. Much like the Power Instinct games, the stages also featured breakable barriers that would extend the
playing field once shattered. Additionally the game counts with the following basic mechanics: There are 4
kinds. They vary in speed and longitude. Avoid attacks and powers on the same position. Avoid attacks and
powers changing position. The character will displace quickly forward the screen. Move quickly the joystick
forward two times and during the second maintain the control on a forward position to maintain your character
running. Block blows and powers. Just maintain the control joystick on the opposite enemy direction, to use
the guard you need to maintain the control on the opposite enemy direction and down, the guard could be used
on the air too. Moving backwards on a quick form. An auxiliary meter is located at the bottom of the screen
that slowly fills up when an attack connects with an opponent. When the meter is full, special moves can be
performed Ex: Counter Attacks, Super Moves, etc. After defeating the seven teams, the player will confront
Abubo Rao sub-boss of the game and after defeating Abubo the player will face Johann the last opponent. This
group is quite recent but has gain a lot of young followers with faith lost in life and in a world in econonic
recesion and severe climate crisis. The leader of this is a young and powerful richman that has is mansion set
in one island close to Sunshine bay and from there controls totally all the city and the fates of many people.
Long ago he was a martial art student, tenacious and strong but also too ambicious, because of this we was
expulsed from the dojo where he was learning the ways of the dragons along with the SHO SETZU KEN art ,
because of this he promises that his old master will be sorry for reject him, so he steal one of the old seals that
kept the black dragon spirit, his anger and hate feed the black dragon spirit and took possession of him and
became a powerful leader and with his power his cult grow quickly and overpowered the Sunshine City
authorities and now is expanding through the country, this has happen in humanity history several times and in
many countries and now it will happen again. This sect will touch in a way or another the life of many people
in Sunshine City, the sect has grow more and more ruthless so, this time, when two brothers feel the need of
confrontation that flows from the black dragon energy the fight is set.
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studio, Evoga, who designed the characters and gameplay systems, and developed by Noise Factory, a Japanese
company who worked with SNK on various projects.

Apr 05, Nick rated it did not like it I picked up a copy of this book after reading very positive reviews both on
here and elsewhere online. This is your archetypal fantasy story of a farmboy out to avenge the murder of his
parent s against a backdrop of war and class oppression. The blurb promised a cross between Game of Thrones
and Gladiator. A fantasy novel with an African inspiration is a refreshing prospect in a genre saturated with
medieval Europe rip-offs. This leads to one of the major problems I had with this book: After finishing the
page novel, I still could not say what half of these words mean and what their role in the world is. What is a
KaEid? What is the difference between an Inkokeliki and an Umbonqisi? I understand many of these words
are pulled from real-world African examples. There are many, many lengthy action sequences in this book
where I struggled to decipher what was happening because of this. There did not seem to be any complexity to
the society beyond these words, and if there was, it was certainly not explored adequately. Maybe too much is
expected of the reader here, and a glossary would have been extremely useful. My other major irk with this
book was all the fights. There are simply too many. This might be fine for some, and they are reasonably
well-written, but for me they became a chore to get through by the second half of the book. The other problem
with this devotion to endless descriptions of hacking and slashing is that it takes up too much space. OK cool,
this should be quite an interesting development. But no, both the villain and the Queen in question have both
only had about three lines of dialogue apiece, and the reader subsequently has no vested interest in this
betrayal. They simply are not given the time or the space in the novel for you to care, which results in the final
set-piece of the story being something of a damp squib. There are not enough pages devoted to
world-building. Some of it I found interesting. Overall, I was glad to finish the book, which was disappointing
as I was encouraged after reading the reviews it is getting.
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Gameplay[ edit ] Rage of the Dragons features a tag team system, in which the player takes control of two
characters and can switch between one or the other during gameplay. The character who is not being
controlled will slowly recover part of his or her energy while the other is fighting. The player can perform
special combos in which both characters attack an opponent at the same time for added damage. An auxiliary
meter located at the bottom of the screen that slowly fills up when an attack connects with an opponent. When
the meter is full, special moves can be performed Ex: Counter Attacks, Super Moves, etc. Plot and characters[
edit ] There are a total of fourteen playable characters in Rage of the Dragons. The player can select from one
of the seven default pairings, or create a custom pairing with nearly 80 possible combinations. The player will
see a hidden ending if they complete the single player tournament with a Billy and Jimmy pairing. A famous
street racer and master of Ryu Zui Ken. Lynn Jimmy James Lewis: After the death of his girlfriend, Mariah,
Jimmy abandoned his brother and became a famous street fighter, both for the money and the thrill. He returns
to Sunshine City after feeling the resonance of an evil dragon spirit. Sonia Lynn Lynn Baker: She is a master
of Ryu Zui Ken. Billy Sonia Sonia Romanenko: Sonia was a highly skilled assassin. After leaving her life as
an assassin behind, she meets Jimmy Lee and falls in love with him. Radel is one of the last members of the
great clan of dragon hunters. He has developed his skills to help those in need. Annie Annie Annie Murakami:
Annie Murakami was born into an ancient family of psychics. Early in her life, the leader of the family noticed
that her psychic abilities were exceptionally powerful. He hoped that she would play an important role in the
future of the family and the world. Despite her young age, she was tasked with helping Radel find and defeat
Johan. Annie, along with her black cat named Qui-zi, traveled with Radel, leaving home and her insular life
for the first time. The novelty of the outside world has left her fascinated. Radel Cassandra Cassandra Murata:
Cassandra grew up in an orphanage. There she met Oni Inomura and the two became close. They realized that
they both possess strange powers and see each other as siblings. They were forced to leave the orphanage after
Oni burned it down. After leaving the orphanage they begin to travel. During their travels, Oni is compelled to
fight. It is an urge that he cannot ignore. During one of these fights, Oni is severely wounded, leaving
Cassandra to find help for him. With Oni wounded, Cassandra seeks out Elias Patrick for help. Elias quickly
notices the strange energy that both possess. They agree to travel together, but their time together does not
last. One night, Elias noticed Oni assaulting Cassandra in order to satisfy his hunger for battle. They were
forced to flee, continuing on their journey by themselves once more. Oni Oni Oni Inomura: Oni travels the
world with his sister Cassandra in an attempt to learn the truth behind their past. He constantly struggles with
his powers and urges. After finding a scroll from the god Quetzalcoatl , his fighting abilities advance
considerably. Pupa Pupa Pupa Salgueiro: She is trained in Capoeira and often uses a wrench when she fights.
Pepe Alice Alice Carroll: Alice was born into a wealthy and prominent family in London. At the age of 10,
tragedy struck her family. Her parents were brutally murdered, leaving Alice in a state of shock. When she
was found, she was covered in blood and unable to tell the investigators what had happened. Some involved
with the investigation into the murders suspected the young Alice of being responsible, but they could not
prove it. Due to this suspicion, and her depression and erratic behavior, she was admitted to a psychiatric
hospital for observation. The doctors were unable to do anything for her. Alice would remain in the hospital
until she met Elias Patrick. Elias immediately recognized that Alice was possessed by an evil spirit and the
doctors would not be able to help her. He became determined to help the young girl and took her under his
wing. Elias Elias Elias Patrick: After the death of his family, Elias devoted his life to eradicating evil. He has
studied exorcism tactics in order to eliminate any evil he finds. Jones is loosely base upon Kareem Abdul
Jabar. He is a self-proclaimed disco fanatic and movie star who developed his own variation of Jeet Kune Do.
While he was ridiculed for his size when he was young, he eventually became a famous wrestler. He has
dreams of becoming an actor someday, and is good friends with Mr. Jones There are also two boss characters
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in the game, who are fought by the player at the end of the single player tournament. Unlike the regular
characters, these bosses only fought by themselves, having no partners. A once glorious fighter and former
member of the gang that ruled Sunshine City. He was plotting to one day overthrow his boss until Jimmy and
Billy barged into their turf and defeated them. He was personally defeated by the older brother and bore a
grudge against him ever since. Production[ edit ] Evoga originally envisioned Rage of the Dragons as a sequel
to the Neo Geo fighting game version of Double Dragon released in However, Evoga were unable to use the
intellectual rights for the characters which were purchased by the company founded by former Technos Japan
staff Million , the developers of Double Dragon Advance , and thus Rage of the Dragons was turned into a
homage to the Double Dragon series instead of an official sequel. Jimmy, Lynn, Elias and Mr. Jones would
later appear as hidden guest characters in Power Instinct Matrimelee , a fighting game also produced by Noise
Factory.
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released for the Neo Geo hardware by Playmore (currently SNK Playmore). The game was co-developed by the
Mexican team Evoga and the Japanese company Noise Factory.

Tau pulled his weapon free, looked down on the hamlet, and froze. Daba sat on a plateau that had natural
borders. Four hundred strides in front of Tau the mountain continued clawing its way to the clouds. They were
retreating, but there was nowhere to go. The hedeni were herding the Ihagu and villagers to the cliffs. They
held either bone spears or bone-and-bronze hatchets, which they used to chop at the Chosen like woodcutters.
Worst of all, the Ihagu had been reduced to fighting as savagely as the hedeni. Both sides stabbing at each
other and, every so often, someone would fall back, dead, wounded, or maimed. Jabari yelled a battle cry.
When Tau reached the flats, Jabari had already engaged two hedeni. The savages had serrated spears and were
trying to circle to his sides. Jabari stood between them and the Lessers. Tau went for the third savage, arcing
his sword in a blow meant to decapitate, but the wretch brought up a hatchet, blocking his strike. The raider, a
mass of dirty hair and mud-caked skin, surged forward, swinging their weapon low, aiming for his thigh. Tau
leapt back, fear lending him speed. The collision, then, was a surprise. The lunge had been obvious. Anyone
with decent training could have avoided it. The eyes were big and wide, staring off at something in the
distance. Her fingers, bloody already, touched his face. She tried to speak, lips flecked with spittle, but her life
had run its course and she sighed, as if with relief, before the weight of her lifeless body pulled Tau to the
ground. We have to make it to the rest of the Ihagu. The two hedeni that had faced Jabari, both men, were
dead. Tau nodded, pulled his blade free from the body with a squelch, took a step, doubled over and retched.
He retched again, his stomach heaving when he forced himself upright. The child was staring at him. He
wiped his mouth on his gambeson. They had used overturned wagons, tables, even broken down doors to
block the paths that led to the square. They were making a stand. There were too many Xiddeen. Jabari dashed
in after her and Tau followed. The hut was far larger than the one Tau shared with his father. It had four rooms
that shot off the main living area. Tau reasoned it must belong to a High-Harvester. Maybe even Berko, he
thought as the first hedena warrior burst through the doorway. The man, hatchet out, made for Jabari. The
hedena, larger than Tau, hollered and stumbled into the nearest wall. Jabari ran him through. The next hedena
through the door had a spear. It was a woman. Tau knew the hedeni fought men alongside women. He knew it
like he knew he had ten toes, but seeing a second female fighter gave him pause. She thrust her spear at him.
The hedena woman drew a dagger from her belt. She wore no armor. The hedeni never did. Instead, she had
on an earth-toned wrap that covered her breasts and looped round her back, where it dove into loose and
flowing pants. She was sandaled and her hands were bangled, the golden metal bouncing on her slim wrists as
she flicked her dagger at Jabari. She came forward and Tau knew this was his chance. Jabari had coaxed her
forward and Tau was behind her. He just had to stab her. He just had to end her life. On weak knees, Tau
stepped forward and swung his sword as hard as he could. Jabari kicked the dagger from her hand and leapt on
her. He pressed his sword to her neck. Her skin, scarred from the Curse, bubbled and boiled. Blood erupted
from her nose, ears, mouth, and eyes, and she began to scream and scream and scream. Then, like a candle
blown, her life was gone, snuffed out. Jabari had scurried away from the hedena when she began to spasm. He
was still on his ass, facing the dead savage. He turned to Tau, mouth open, brow furrowed. Tau, along with the
woman and child, followed him through the other rooms of the hut. Jabari bashed out a shuttered window at
the back of the building and they crawled out of it, emerging in the middle of a square of tightly packed
homes. They had not been seen and could go through the long building. Jabari smashed the lock off the door
and went in. The storage barn was large, but its interior was tight, crammed with shelves, most empty. It was
almost Harvest, only the Southern Tear had ground healthy enough for good growing, and the Grow season
had been the worst in many cycles. If this storehouse was any indication, The Rend would have trouble
feeding its people. As they slunk through, Tau began to have trouble breathing. Tau, still nauseous and
desperate to get out of the barn, opened an eye. They had walked the length of the storehouse and were at its
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front doors. Either way, the only thing that mattered was getting out of the storage barn. It felt like the whole
building was collapsing in on him. The Lesser, eyes wide, nodded. Tau groaned his assent. Tau pitched
through the doorway, fixated on being free of the barn, and ran into a startled hedena. He bowled the man over
and Jabari stabbed the downed savage. There were four, maybe five other raiders, but they were fighting
Ihagu. He saw the barricade, just ahead, and made for it. She was slowing him and a voice in his head shouted
for him to leave her and the child behind. Without realizing it, he let his hand slip loose in hers. He was letting
go. The bloody-faced man shoved aside a pile of overturned chairs, making a climbable path for Tau and his
two charges. Tau helped the woman and child clamber up the ramshackle wall. Jabari is still out there. Jabari
and the Ihagu were coming to him. Jabari was bleeding through the arm of his gambeson and the other
warriors carried one of their own. Tau had warned him, but seeing Jabari in the middle of a raid must have
been too much for the Ihagu soldier to accept without shock. Tendaji helped them climb the barricade and,
once the last man was over, they shifted the blocking rubble back in place. Behind the barricade, Tau hoped to
feel safe. Most of the Ihagu were injured, the ones fighting at the contested sections were being overwhelmed,
and the townspeople were frantic. Looking beyond the barricade, Tau saw that the hedeni were being
reinforced. Savages were pouring down from the paths and into the flats. Tau looked at Jabari. Jabari had seen
them too and, for once, the optimistic second son looked scared. Tendaji looked like he would say more.
Instead, he shifted, making room. The three men hefted their weapons.
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The phrase "page-turner" is easily banded about these days, but Evan Winter's debut fantasy novel earns the accolade.
Set in a mystical fantasy world, filled with Dragons, giant lizards, magic and an endless war The Rage of Dragons
manages to deliver one of the most human and relatable fantasy epics in recent memory.

No A sequel to Double Dragon? Yes, you heard right. A company named Evoga has decided to make a so
called sequel to the old school fighter. It is very strange that this is being called a sequel to DD since not many
characters make a returned appearance and the game could have been its own title all together. In fact the only
ones that do are brothers Billy and Jimmy along with Abobo -even then Abobo has been renamed to Abubo
for some odd reason. All the rest are new comers but fit in with Billy and Jimmy in a charming way. The
character animation is pretty crisp and colorful while the characters palettes are well balanced and give them
an anime style look. If you need an idea of how good it actually is think one step down from Garou: Mark of
the Wolves and one step above KOF. The background art, however, is another story. It almost seems that the
creators made the stages lame on purpose to make you more interested in the character art. Overall the
graphics are average but they could have been better if more time had been put into the backgrounds. This is
one of the few Neo Geo games that lets you tag in mid battle with another partner. The only other game I
know of is Kizuna Encounter but that seems like ages ago. A tag bar is also incorporated to keep players from
constantly switching back and forth which is totally abused and annoying in games like Marvel vs. Another
new feature is the first impact attack. By pressing strong kick with strong punch a slow attack is performed
that if connected will send the other player into a stunned state where you have limited time to perform the
displayed button commands. After the combo you can follow up with other combos which can go on for ever
if you are good. This is very useful if a player performs a super so you can break the move before it even
begins. Your environment also plays a crucial role in how well you do. By knocking a player down near an
obstacle they will bounce off of it and are set to be juggled again. If the obstacle is destroyed the arena is
widened and the players have more room to groove. Along with these are other cool features such as super
meters that if charged can rack up to 3 power levels which can be used to perform super attacks and super
special attacks, one being just a more powerful version of the other. Players also have the ability to evade and
role using the two weak buttons along with directions on the joystick. You can also surrender to your
opponent by pressing all 4 buttons and holding them. This may sound dumb but the one surviving fighter gets
up to 2 extra power stocks and the defeated fighters health. Other minor gameplay extras are included such as
taunting and countering throws, overall the gameplay, in my opinion, is the best part of the game and is a ball
if played with friends. The tunes consist of heavy metal funk, techno, and guitar. At first impression most of
the music does seem a little corny but grows on you as you become more immersed into the game and
discover that it does indeed provoke that extra UMPH. Overall the music is great What would you expect from
Noise Factory? There is also one generic ending for mixed teams and a special one if you use the brothers
Jimmy and Billy. This idea of multiple endings motivated me to master all the teams but in console mode you
can view them for free which does detract from the replayability. At first the AI will clobber you until you get
the hang of their moves and when to counter. Once you discover that, it gets pretty easy even on the hardest
difficulty level. The computer seemed to be a sucker for low strong kicks and performed set patterns over and
over that became too predictable. This guy is cheeaaaap!!! If you do, jump towards him while he gets up and
as soon as he does immediately strong kick him while in the air. To sum up the AI: Make the regular fighters
harder and the bosses less cheap but smarter.
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A Rage of Dragons, or Dracorage, was a periodic Realms-wide event that occurred when many dragons went on a
collective, senseless rampage, destroying everything in their path. This periodic madness seemed to be tied to the
appearance of the King-Killer Star, [1] and lasted for a tenday.

Her other ships were empty. The fighting men and women of the Chosen were already on shore, were already
killing and dying. Their screams, not so different from those they fought, washed over her in waves. She
looked to the sun. It burned high overhead and the killing would not stop until well past nightfall, which meant
too many more would die. Taifa nodded, permitting him to speak, but did not turn away from the slaughter on
the shore. If this was to be the end of her people, she would bear witness. She could do that much. We have to
relaunch them. The rest of the fleet will be here soon. We could make a home here. A home for my people.
His presence comforted her. Champion Tsiory, so strong and loyal. He made her feel safe, loved. She wished
she could do the same for him. His brows were knitted and sweat beaded on his shaved head. He had been
near the front lines, fighting. She hated that, but he was her champion and she could not ask him to stay with
her on a beached ship while her people, his soldiers, died. He shifted and made to speak. No more reports, no
more talk of the strange Gifts these savages wielded against her kind. She went to the Goddess six days past.
She wished she had the courage to face him for it. They found the Rage. A Dragonness has given birth. There
is a Youngling and I will form a coterie. She would not let it sway her. The savages, how can we ever make
peace, if we do this to them? He must have sensed that. She closed her eyes, desperate to forget what they had
run from and aware that, could she live a thousand cycles, she never would. That was how much she had hurt
him, how much she had disappointed him. It made her desperate.
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Wow, The Rage of Dragons by Evan Winter is phenomenal. I couldn't put it down. The (to me) unique fantasy elements
such as enraging, the fighting, the terminology (Ingonyama, to god knows what else) and caste/class system, it's just a
brilliant and unique book.

You can accumulate three Power Stocks and you keeps it when you tag your partner. You can also use this in
combos. After pressing CD, the opponent fly into the air and you can do a special combo in the air. Each
fighters has specific combo, consisting of a series of different buttons press indicated at the bottom of the
screen. Other combos are also usable when your opponent is near the edge of the screen. To do this kind of
attack, your two partners should have energy life and the Partner Meter must be full. Your character will ram
the opponent. If you hit the target, your character will do a combo and your partner will come out. You can
even do a second Duplex Combo with your new character before the opponent falls down. Timing is the key.
If you fight with your Special Partner, the Team Duplex will be different and exclusive for the team,
comparatively to a Team Duplex with any other partner. Each character has one Super Special Move, but you
have access to two different levels of power. In fact, he stucks on the wall a few seconds and falls down. After
several Spring Attacks, the wall will disappear and the background comes taller like Real Bout. One of your
character can surrender during a fight. This technique has the characteristic that your surrending partner will
give you his remaining Power Stock s. To do a Surrender, your two partners should have energy; the Partner
Meter must be full, and you should not be under attack. Top Tier 2 Alice- Easiest infinite in the game and
incredibly safe moves. Her only real flaws are her slow normals and her damage intake rate. Billy is better
because he can take more abuse and does more damage. Another benefit is that he and Oni are the only
characters that can launch a Team Duplex from a ground combo. He has the best ground game by far, but his
options are limited otherwise. His Gun Blow is probably the best super in the game, although his lv 1 Gun
Blow lacks the knockback power needed to initiate wall comboes. He has some great range with normals the
startup of some can be bypassed of knowing what your opponent might do. Can do some easy combos with his
Cr. Deals good damage all around. His autoguard of his C Funky Impact can be useful at times. LP Retro
Knuckle is safe on block making it a good ender in some blockstrings and close the distance as well. Overall
not a joke character by any means, but nothing special either. Cheesy, so expect scrubs to use him. Low Tier
12 Sonia- Her super move is a great anti-air, but its slow as hell. Her knife toss move is unpredictable because
it can be launched in multiple directions, and Snake Bite does a lot of damage and is a high knockback move.
His button commands are also the hardest to do of all the characters, so its too easy to make mistakes with
him. She has good combo potential, but even though, her damage output is laughable at best. Her specials like
the Zuum can be jumped over and most her other specials can be rolled through. The only good thing about
her is that her Lv.
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